Course Notes

How to find Bloggers,
Journalists and Publications

Throughout the course I keep banging on about the need for
FOCUS. You will NEVER become a Voice-in-Your-Industry if you
simply scatter press-releases and articles around, hoping some
of the seeds will land on fertile ground.
That’s easy for ME to say, but how on EARTH do you find the
publications, the bloggers, the freelance journalists who write
about the things YOU specialize in?
Well, if you really want to pay, there ARE web-based services
like Muck Rack ( www.muckrack.com) and, of course, full-time
PR agencies will be more than happy to do that. …

Great value for a dedicated PR company, but, at $99 a month
for the basic service, I guess most startups would prefer a NOCOST solution. And there are some around – they just take a
little longer to get results, but THEY WORK.

Finding publications and journalists

There’s a fabulous FREE service called ‘Similar Site Search’…

… which is designed to find websites with a similar FOCUS, and
you can search by URL, search by a known website address, or
by a Keyword.
Let’s take our previous example. Suppose I offer products or
services to the Construction Industry, and I know that
‘Construction News’ is a suitable trade journal.
So, I type that in…. Construction News….

… and straight away, I find ‘Architectural Record’

‘McGraw Hill Construction’

‘Infrastructure India’

‘Traditional Building mag’

A GREEN building journal

And HUNDREDs more.

Remember, this gives us more than just JOURNALS focused on
our area of interest. By visiting each site, you will often
discover the names of their in-house JOURNALISTS and any
industry freelancers they use.
Oh – and you can refine your search to just a specific COUNTRY
and/or just magazines published in a specific LANGUAGE.

Finding bloggers

Of course, the web has spawned a whole new media –
‘blogging’. Most blogs are just ephemera, but some bloggers
do have real clout. We need find them and we need to catch
the latest threads AS THEY’RE HAPPENING, so that we can

contribute. And we also want to know of bloggers who have a
special interest in OUR special interest.
Again, we can do it for free, this time using ‘HACKER NEWS’.
This is where you’ll find it: https://news.ycombinator.com/
Hacker News is a community that offers links to WHAT’s being
said about WHAT - RIGHT NOW, on HIGH QUALITY blogs. And
it’s a community that ‘polices’ links to maintain high-quality.
And it costs nothing to join.
Let’s log in now, and what’s going on…

As you would expect, a real mixed bag of topics but, if we go
down to the bottom of the page…

We find a search-box.

Let’s suppose I provide products or services to the ClinicalTrials sector – a very specialized segment of the
pharmaceutical industry. I type in ‘clinical trials’, and…

I find NEARLY EIGHT HUNDRED current threads, all relating to
this highly specialised sector.
And I’ve done it for FREE!

Finding Journalists ‘on heat’

How about finding journalists and bloggers who are actually
LOOKING for input RIGHT NOW? There’s a site called ‘Help A
Reporter Out’ – or HARO.
It’s got nearly 30,000 members-of-the-media, from the New
York Times, to Huffington Post and in-between.
It is a fee-paying service, but there’s a limited FREE offering,
which is GOOD
THIS is how it works…
Go to www.helpareporter.com/sources
That will take you to their subscription page…

Bottom right, you’ll find the FREE offering…

Sign-up, and you’ll receive three email alerts every day,
covering a whole range of requests for information from
journalists. Be PATIENT, though.
After a couple of months, you then become eligible for Alerts
by SPECIFIC area-of-interest and expertise- with easy-to-follow
instructions to help you respond to queries in the industrycategories where YOUR expertise is put to best use, and ONLY
the categories that are relevant to you.
Oh, and even better? They're creating an area where reporters
will be able to post their finished stories, so you can see
whether or not you've been ‘quoted’!
But right now, you’re just a fledgling operation – will anyone
be interested in you? SURE – if your INPUT is valuable.
Well, THIS company DOUBLED sales after a HARO item was
published

How cool is that?

Of course, you may already have your OWN useful-ways of
finding bloggers, journalists and publications. If so, and you
think others would benefit, let me know and I’ll add them to
these handout-notes. That way, everybody wins.

